Incomm Disaffiliates with NSA
Kaplan Proposes Alternate Group

By Jerry Glaser, '63

Last Tuesday the island committee voted eight to four in favor of a new affiliation with the National Students Association (NSA) after discussion with NSA officers, President Don Hoffmeister '70 of the University of Wisconsin and Harold Baldwin, president of the NSA and a new graduate at Harvard.

At the meeting last week on the matter, most island members agreed that the NSA was not doing up to its purpose as stated in the NSF constitution — to be concerned with matters pertinent to "students in their role as students."

American Students Neglected

In one of the key provisions of the Constitutional changes was the provision that the Association of American Students be concerned with legislation on interstellar gas combines by gravitational attraction to form a star. As it continues to contract, the interior becomes hot, and at a certain point, hydrogen fusion begins to occur. Then follows a long equilibrium period, during which the star steadily loses its mass. During this period, in which the star loses its mass, it emits hydrogen. With its hydrogen supply gone, the star rapidly shrinks to become a white dwarf. From this stage, it loses its luminosity and dies.

Dr. Struve described Star Growth Theory
Speaks Tonight on Galactic Structures

Dr. Struve will present two lectures this week. tonight he will speak on "Structure and Evolution of the Galaxy" and on Thursday he will discuss "Radio Astronomy."

Dr. Struve has been a leader in the astronomical world for 50 years. His work has been characterized by originality and precision.

In Otto Struve's presentation, the speaker will say, "All too often we have been tempted to think that the truths of science are eternal and unchangeable. However, this is not true. Science is constantly changing."

His talk will focus on the importance of scientific inquiry and the development of new technologies in the field of astronomy.

Field Day Cancelled
Soph Boat Vanishes

Although Field Day was called off last Saturday, it will still be held. The weather permitted, both Fields' field will be used. The Soph boat was found lost in a pond last Friday, the Class of '63 will forfeit points for that event.

Although Freshmen were mum when asked about what the Sophomores varied we seemed safe, but

Plotting a course told a Tech reporter that the boat was hidden behind a Van de Gruyde generator located at 1477.

However, Tech reporters were too vague to many of the Tech reporters in recovering their homemade craft.

1600 Hear Trio
Capacity Crowds Throng to JP

The Intercollegiate Jazz Festival, sponsored by the Student Association of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, was held today in the Imperial Ballroom in the Sloan Building. The festival was a competition among young jazz groups. Prizes for the winning groups included a recording containing a representative selection of their music, along with the attached application.

IMA To Hear Labor
Union Official Talk

The Industrial Management Association, the undergraduate professional association of MIT students, will hold a meeting this week. The speakers will discuss the labor situation and the recent labor legislation.

The meeting will be held on Monday night in Building 10, Sloan. The speakers are Mr. Kelley and Mr. Kellogg. The meeting is open to all interested students.

The MIT Normal Association will be holding a meeting in room 2-309, on Thursday night. The meeting is open to all interested students.